To Project Computer Display

1. Switch on the desktop computer or your notebook computer
   (Make sure the notebook computer is connected properly to the provided
   VGA cable which under the keyboard drawer).

2. Hold the button Desktop Computer or Notebook Computer
   for 1 second for your choice
   (Remark: the LCD projector takes around 30 seconds to warm up).

3. Adjust the volume of the computer sound by turning the labeled knob (if necessary).

To Project Video Signal

1. Insert your video tape or video disc into the player.

2. Hold the button Video(DVD/VHS) for 1 second
   (Remark: the LCD projector takes around 30 seconds to warm up).

3. Make sure that the audio-visual selector is on and is selected to input 1 (i.e. DVD/VHS).

4. Adjust the volume of the video by turning the labeled knob (if necessary).

After use,
please switch off the LCD projector by holding the Projector OFF button for 3 seconds.